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ABSTRACT. The idea that the dynamical properties of quantum systems areinvariably relative to other  systems has recently regained currency.  UsingRelational  Quantum Mechanics  (RQM) for  a  case study,  this  paper  callsattention to a question that has been underappreciated in the debate aboutquantum relativism:  the question of  whether  relativity  iterates.  Are thereabsolute facts about the properties one system possesses relative to a specifiedreference, or is this again a relative matter, and so on? It is argued that RQM(in  its  best-known  form)  is  committed  to  what  I  call  the  UnrestrictedIteration Principle (UIP), and thus to an infinite regress of relativisations.This  principle  plays  a  crucial  role  in  ensuring  the  communicability  andcoherence of interaction outcomes across observers. It is, however, shown tobe incompatible with the widespread, conservative reading of RQM in termsof relations, instead necessitating the adoption of the more unorthodox notionof perspectival facts. I conclude with some reflections on the current state ofplay  in  perspectivist  versions  of  RQM  and  quantum  relativism  moregenerally, underscoring both the need for further conceptual development andthe importance of the iteration principle for an accurate cost-benefit analysisof such interpretations. Keywords:  Quantum  Mechanics  –  Relational  Quantum  Mechanics  –Perspectival Facts – Perspectivism – Relationalism – Relativism1
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1 IntroductionRecent years have seen a fresh trend towards relativism in the foundations ofquantum theory. That the dynamical states of quantum systems are in someinterestingly novel sense  relative is, of course, a suspicion much older thanthat.  In  very  different  guises,  it  can  be  rediscovered  in  the  writings  oftowering figures like Bohr, Hermann, and Everett. Its new upswing owes notleast to a series of thought experiments (so-called “Bell-Wigner mashups”(Leifer  2018))  that  purportedly  give  rise  to  no-go  theorems for  observer-independent  measurement  outcomes  in  single-world  interpretations  (e.g.,Brukner 2017; Frauchiger & Renner 2018; Bong et. al. 2020). Relational  Quantum  Mechanics  (RQM)  is  an  interpretiveprogramme, initiated by physicist Carlo Rovelli about 25 years ago, that hasbeen at the forefront of  the relativist  renaissance.  It  was founded on thehypothesis that state-dependent properties of physical  objects are invariablyrelative to reference systems. Lately, RQM has been much-discussed, appliedto different conundrums in the quantum domain, entertained as a conceptualstepping  stone  on  the  road  to  quantum  gravity,  but  also vehementlycriticised.The purpose of this paper is to draw attention to a principle thatplays a role both essential and precarious in RQM but whose impact has sofar been underappreciated. I call it the Unrestricted Iteration Principle (UIP),or the iteration principle for short. Once it has been claimed that propertiesare relative, the question arises whether there are absolute facts about whatthe properties  are  relative  to  some particular  reference.  According to  theiteration principle, there  are not: instead, this second-order matter is againrelative to reference systems;  and likewise for  third-order matters,  fourth-order  matters,  and  so  on.  Whether  or  not  to  embrace  this iteration  ofrelativity is, I believe, a consequential question for any relativist approach toquantum theory.  To no small extent, both the considerations that speak inits  favour  and the consequences  of  its  acceptance play out  similarly in  abroad class of such approaches. In this sense, my present interest in RQM ispartly as a case study for what I suspect to be a more general dialectic. In the first half of the paper (section 2), I introduce RQM and ex-plain how the iteration principle emerges naturally (albeit  not inevitably)from its core commitments. The principle is shown to play an integral role inRovelli’s story, underwriting the epistemic accessibility of interaction events2



to  outside  observers  whilst  bypassing  the  threat  of  cross-perspectiveincoherences. I also place in context a substantially modified version of RQMrecently entertained by Adlam & Rovelli (2023), which does not rely on UIPbut significantly cuts down on the relativist flavour of the interpretation. The  second  part  investigates  into  the  wider  ramifications  of  theiteration principle. In section 3.1, I distinguish two forms of relativism abouta domain: relationalism and realism about perspectival facts (‘perspectivism’).Which of them the relativity of properties is to be modelled on is a questionthe literature on RQM has been ambiguous about. Many commentators pre-suppose the less extravagant relationalist paradigm. But a simple argumentpresented in section 3.2 establishes that the combination of relationalism andUIP is unpalatable, for it implies that nothing (in the domain at issue) is thecase  at  all.  It  follows that  one is  either  forced to  hedge in  the  iterationprinciple, and in a way that does not betray its original motivation, or stuckwith the more outlandish notion of perspectival facts. I  conclude  with  some  reflections  on  the  current  state  of  play  inperspectivist readings of RQM in section 3.3, finding that they have not yetbeen developed in sufficient conceptual  detail.  For one thing,  engagementwith the extant metaphysical literature and the different possible types ofperspectivism it has identified (cf. Fine 2005) seems advisable. For another,disagreement appears to persist about the fate of the iteration principle inperspectivist RQM. If the principle is rejected, the task again is to find aworkable restriction. If it is embraced, perspectivist RQM implies an infiniteregress  of  perspective-dependencies,  which  some  have  found  undesirable,untenable, or even incoherent. I do not put these considerations forward asfatal objections, but to highlight a number of pending questions for advocatesof perspectivist RQM, or indeed perspectivist quantum theory more generally.
2 Radical Rovellian Relativity 2.1 Wigner’s Friend, Relatively EasySimilar  to  its  rival  QBism,  Relational  Quantum  Mechanics  has  not  yetassumed  a  definite  shape,  and  is  in  this  sense  aptly  characterised  as  anongoing  programme.  Here,  we  begin  with  a  reconstruction  of  the  ideas
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distinctive of  what one might call  ‘classical’  RQM, prefigured in Rovelli’sseminal (1996) and further matured by the time of Rovelli (2022a) and DiBiagio & Rovelli  (2022). This version is the main object of study for thepresent paper. At the appropriate moment, I will also consider an alternativevariety more recently entertained by Adlam & Rovelli (2023). To a good approximation, classical RQM is the attempt of interpret-ing quantum theory through the hypothesis that physical systems only everpossess state-dependent properties during interactions with and relative toone another. The original motivation for this working assumption stemmedfrom the  famous  ‘Wigner’s  friend’  thought  experiments  (cf.  Rovelli  1996,1642-1644). In a nutshell, these illustrate that two competent users of ‘text-book quantum theory’ initially in agreement about the state of some systemmay end up assigning different,  apparently  incompatible  states  to it.  Forvividness, suppose that in a perfectly isolated laboratory, Friend performs an(ideal, non-disturbing) measurement of a two-valued variable q with possiblevalues  {up,  down} on a  system S whose  initial  quantum state  has  formα |Sup〉 +  β |Sdown〉. According to the textbooks, Friend witnesses one of thepossible  outcomes,  and  S’s  quantum state  collapses  onto  the  appropriateeigenstate.  Famously,  though,  a  second  observer  Wigner  who  does  notinteract with either Friend or S would model the goings-on quite differently;namely, as an uninterrupted unitary evolution of their combined quantumstate of the type (α |Sup〉 +  β |Sdown〉) ⊗ |Fready〉 → α (|Sup〉 ⊗ |Fup〉) + β (|Sdown〉 ⊗ |Fdown〉), 
where  Fready  is  Friend’s  initial  state,  and  Fup/down describe  her  as  havingobserved the outcome up or  down, respectively. At time t when Friend hascompleted her measurement, she ascribes either the up- or the down-propertyto S; yet Wigner’s description rather seems to suggest that q does not haveany one particular value at all. Seen from this angle, it looks almost as ifquantum theory, when interpreted in a broadly realistic spirit and employedby multiple observers, threatens to be inconsistent.One is naturally tempted to put the mismatch down to a lack ofknowledge on Wigner’s part, and consequently regard Friend’s account asprivileged. After all, Friend holds information (about her measurement out-come)  currently  unavailable  to  Wigner.  On  this  view,  Wigner’s  stateascription is either in some sense incorrect or at least incomplete. However, as4



is  well-known,  this  ignorance-based  reading  of  the  case  is  not  entirelystraightforward. For instance, Wigner should in principle be in a position towitness  interference  effects.  In  more  general  terms,  the  superposition  heascribes to the lab does not give rise to the same predictions as a propermixture (cf. d’Espagnat 1966). In light of this, Rovelli argued that Friend’s and Wigner’s accountsshould both be treated as correct and complete. Consequently, he proposed toaccept  what  seems  to  be  suggested  by  their  divergent  quantum  stateassignments  –  namely,  that  at  time  t,  q  does  have  a  determinate  valuerelative to Friend but not relative to Wigner. He concluded that quantumstates as well as state-dependent properties of physical systems ought to beregarded as relative to other systems (1996, 1650). This marked the birth ofRelational Quantum Mechanics. More recently, the relativity of dynamicalproperties  has,  in  subtly  different  ways1,  also  been  advocated  by  Neo-Copenhagenists (Auffèves & Grangier 2016; Brukner 2017), Healey (2022),Dieks  (2022),  and  some  QBists  (cf.  Pienaar  2021b),  amongst  others.  Asindicated above, this development has in part been nurtured by a number oftechnical results that purportedly cast doubt on the existence of observer-independent  facts  about  measurement  outcomes  in  single-worldinterpretations  of  quantum  mechanics  (e.g., Brukner  2017;  Frauchiger  &Renner 2018; Bong et. al. 2020). Rovelli  has  always  underlined  that  agents,  consciousness,  or‘measurements’ play no special role on his view (ibid., 1641). Rather, systemsacquire properties relative to any other system they physically interact with,be it a qubit, a milkshake, or a human: a variable of some A spontaneouslyassumes a determinate (relative) value when it gets “appropriately entangled”(Di Biagio & Rovelli 2022, 14) with a variable of some B. Such a propertymanifestation is also called a (relative) ‘event’ (cf. Rovelli 2022a, 1055). Overtime, the idea emerged that systems only ever possess determinate propertiesat, but not in between, interactions. Thus, a physical process is to be thoughtof as “a very fine-grained but discrete swarming” (Rovelli 2018, 9) of flash-like events, instead of a continuous evolution. This, Rovelli argues, is a plaus-ible conclusion to draw both from the Kochen-Specker theorem (ibid.) and
1 Auffèves & Grangier take properties to be relative to the  context in which a system isembedded; Healey construes them as relative to decoherence environments. For the QBistsand  Brukner,  only agents or observers, in  a  substantial  sense  of  that  term,  qualify  asreference systems. Dieks  assumes a more pronouncedly realist attitude towards quantumstates than the others. 5



the conceptual thinking that as a matter of historical fact led Heisenberg tothe development of matrix mechanics (Rovelli 2022a, 1057).While variables and the values (or, more accurately, determinablesand the determinates) they acquire in interactions loom large in the ontologyof classical RQM, the significance of the quantum state has remained volatileand controversial. What is clear is that it is not taken to represent a physicalobject. According  to  recent  expositions,  it  is  interpreted  “epistemically”(Rovelli 2021a, 2), as a mere bookkeeping device that takes in known eventsbetween two systems to output probabilistic predictions for other interactionsbetween them (2022a, 1061). This deflated reading plays an essential role inextant  arguments  to  the  effect  that  RQM preserves  locality  (Smerlak  &Rovelli 2007; Martin-Dussaud, Rovelli & Zalamea 2019), and in the rebuttal(Di Biagio & Rovelli 2022, 7-9) of certain recent objections due to Pienaar(2021a). Nonetheless, how we are to think of the probabilities encoded in thestate vector (as ontic, epistemic and objective, or even entirely subjective)remains  ambiguous.2 This  would  matter  greatly  if  we  wanted  to  assessRovelli’s  suggestion  that  quantum states  in  RQM are  not  descriptive  ofphysical reality (cf. Stacey 2021, 3-5).
2.2 Iterating RelativityFrom the preceding, it may not yet be obvious why RQM should be con-sidered  particularly  radical.  History  has  got  us  used  to  the  unexpectedrelativisation of observables – spatial distances, time intervals, you name it.Indeed, it has sometimes been claimed that RQM is “not so unconventional”(Vidotto  2002,  164),  but  just  another  instance  of  a  broad  trend towardsrelationality in modern physics (ibid.; cf. Martin-Dussaud 2021). However, asrecently stressed by Pienaar (2021a, 7-10) and acknowledged by Di Biagio &Rovelli  (2022, 6), the analogy only goes so far. While the aforementionedmagnitudes are indeed relative to reference frames in relativity theory, there
2 Smerlak & Rovelli (2007, 431) claim that quantum probabilities in RQM are “clearly to beinterpreted  subjectively”.  Elsewhere, Rovelli  says that  transition  probabilities  provide“something objective” (Smerlak et. al. 2017, 221). On an alternative proposal by Dorato(2016, 242), cited favourably in Laudisa & Rovelli (2019, 3.2), state vectors represent onticprobabilistic dispositions of systems. Pienaar (2021b, 5f.) argues that RQM requires  onticprobabilities. Weststeijn thinks that “RQM does not treat the quantum state as somethingthat is purely epistemic” (2021, 5). 6



always is an absolute fact of the matter about their value as is relative to anyspecified frame. If we want, we can pass from unary (‘has length x’, say) tobinary predicates (‘has length x relative to frame f’) to recover statements ofabsolute validity. It emerges from Rovelli’s writings, though, that this is notthe case in classical RQM: there is  no absolute fact about the properties asystem possesses relative to a particular other. Instead,  relativity iterates.Originally, this assumption arose from the idea that a fact about a propertywhich one system possesses relative to another must itself be a fact about thedynamical state of their composite: “If  the  statement  ‘q has  a  value  relative  to  O’  [...]  has  any  comprehensible physical meaning at all, this meaning should be related to the  contingent  state  of  the  S-O system.  According  to  the  main  hypothesis  here,  asking  about  the  observer-independent  contingent  state  of  the  S-O  system has  no  meaning  […]  [But]  we  can  make  statements  about  the  state  of  the  S-O  system,  provided  that  we  interpret these statements as relative to a third physical system P”  (Rovelli 1996, 1653).Correspondingly, Rovelli takes the relative properties between two systems tobe rather directly represented by state-dependent variables of their composite(whose values, once again, are likewise relative as per the ‘main hypothesis’).Reconsider our earlier thought experiment: At t, the quantum state Wignerassigns to the target system S and his friend F is of form                α (|Sup〉 ⊗ |Fup〉) + β (|Sdown〉 ⊗ | Fdown〉).  Now, suppose Wigner desires to learn whether the observable assumed valueup relative to Friend. According to Rovelli, Wigner can simply interact withthe composite S+F to measure whether it is in state |Sup〉|Fup〉 (viz., checktarget and/or pointer variable) (cf. Rovelli 1996, 1651f.). But this interactionis  itself the measurement of a (two-valued) state-dependent observable onS+F, whose value must by assumption be relative. After all, this observablecould itself be plugged into a Wigner’s friend scenario. (We did not make anyassumptions  about  the  internal  structure  of  S  when  we  inferred  that  itsproperty is relative – it could itself well be a composite of two subsystems.)This led Rovelli to assert that the notion that one system has a property
7



relative to another “is a physical notion that can be studied experimentally(by a third observer) in the same way as any other physical property of asystem” (ibid., 1666). Rovelli  and  collaborators  repeatedly  reaffirmed  that  “there  is  noabsolute way of comparing the perspectives of two systems” (Di Biagio &Rovelli 2022, 2), such that “[i]t is meaningless to compare events relative todifferent systems, unless this is done relative to a (possibly third) system”(ibid., 4; cf. also Smerlak & Rovelli 2007, 441; Rovelli 2022a, 1066). It is important to understand that second-order relativity serves atleast two dialectical purposes in classical RQM. Of those, we have alreadytouched upon one: by associating facts about the properties of one system rel-ative to another with a state-dependent variable of the composite, one hopesto render them epistemically accessible to outside observers. This has alwaysbeen a principal concern for Rovelli (1996, 1651f.; 2022a, 1066). Arguably, theonly sensible thing Wigner could do to inquire into the interaction eventbetween S and Friend is ‘measure’ state-dependent variables of other physicalsystems, above all S and Friend themselves. If there were an absolute factabout the property S assumed relative to Friend, it is unclear how Wignercould infer it from the values some variables assume  relative to him.3 Toconnect these two things, one would have to provide some additional the-oretical structure RQM in its original form does not provide.4But what  is  more,  second-order  relativity  also  is  key in  Rovelli’sresponse  to  a  natural  concern  about  the  consistency  of  events  acrossperspectives. If physical objects only have relative variables, could they notassume  wildly  different  and  incompatible  properties  towards  differentobservers?5 This would insofar be problematic as  (discounting errors and thelike) nothing of the sort ever seems to be witnessed in real-world laboratories.Otherwise,  the  relativity  of  properties  would  presumably  have  been3 This is why some of those who pass over the iteration of relativity (or its importance) haveconcluded that external  observers  cannot find out  what happened in an interaction (cf.Healey 2022,  15;  Muciño,  Okon & Sudarsky 2022,  18f.).  Pienaar (2021 a,  16-20),  Adlam(2022, 10), and Dieks (2022, 12f.) also notice this dialectic. 4 The lesson strikes me as more general: If one regards state-dependent properties as relative(for instance because one is convinced by one of the no-go theorems), one is challenged tosail between  the  Scylla  of  epistemic  inaccessibilities  and  the  Charybdis  of  a  regress  ofrelativity (cf. also Dieks 2022, 12f.; Adlam 2022). 5 This  is  sometimes  framed as  the  worry  of  whether  two  observers  might  see  differentoutcomes when they successively measure the same variable. But of course, measurementsneed not be repeatable, anyhow. At core, the question is whether some S may manifestproperties  in  its  interactions  with  some  S’  that  would  be  considered  impossible  (orastronomically unlikely) by the lights of its quantum state relative to some other S’’.8



discovered  a  long  time  ago.  If  the  interpretation  would  allow  for  suchdiscrepancies, it would threaten to be empirically falsified, or else would haveto systematically hide the phenomenon from view somehow. In the worstcase, that could mean that observers live in mutually disconnected realities.6Second-order relativity allows Rovelli to sidestep this set of problems.For, it implies that there  is no absolute fact about the value of a variablerelative to some particular reference. Accordingly, “the question ‘Do observ-ers O and P get the same answers out of a system S?’ is a meaningless ques-tion, because it is a question about the  absolute  state of O and P” (1996,1666; original emphasis; cf. the same argument in Smerlak & Rovelli 2007,441; Rovelli 2021a, 6; Di Biagio & Rovelli 2022, 2-4).7 One may perhaps stillwonder whether it is possible that  relative to some reference, two systemsmake incompatible observations. But this, Rovelli argues, is ruled out by thequantum formalism itself (1996, 1652; Smerlak & Rovelli 2007, 439). To givea simple example, suppose that Wigner has two friends F1, F2 inside the lab,who both measure variable q. In this case, the state he would assign at twould have the form    α (|Sup〉 ⊗ |F1up〉 ⊗ |F2up〉) + β (|Sdown〉 ⊗ |F1down〉 ⊗ |F2down〉).    Since q and the two pointer variables are correctly correlated within eachterm of this superposition, Wigner could be certain that his friends wouldagree about the value of q if he were to ask them. Summing up: Where theclaim that different observers may receive incompatible measurement resultsis intended as absolute, it is ill-posed; and where it is intended as relative, itis false. Assume, then, that we accept the second layer of relativity. In thiscase, we can repeat the same line of reasoning on the next-higher level: Thevalue of S’s variable relative to Friend  relative to Wigner corresponds to astate-dependent property of the composite S+F+W. If we knew that Wigner
6 Not that empirically inaccessible states of affairs are forbidden per se – other interpretations(like  de  Broglie-Bohm  theory)  have  them,  too.  But  one  would  have  to  explain theseepistemic barriers, and without proving those right who worry that RQM locks each systemin its own perspective (cf. Pienaar 2021a, 20f.; Adlam 2022; Healey 2022, 15; Muciño, Okon& Sudarsky 2022, 17-22).7 Adlam (2022, 9f.) argues that this solution is problematic, because scientific confirmationrequires that the question be well-posed (this is the main motivation for the new version ofRQM developed in Adlam & Rovelli, 2023). Healey (2022,  15f.) agrees, while Dieks (2022,12) dissents. 9



had interacted with S+F, we could find out whether the observable assumedvalue up relative to Friend relative to Wigner by checking whether S+F+Wis  in  state  |Sup〉|Fup〉|Wup〉.  Supposedly,  this  ensures  that  the  interactionbetween S+Friend and Wigner is epistemically accessible to us. We concludethat there is no absolute fact about the property which S acquired relative toFriend relative to Wigner. Again, this is only for the better: if there were, wewould get to wonder whether S could have taken on an entirely differentproperty relative to Friend relative to somebody else.Of course, we now seem to have kick-started a regress (as noted byMuciño, Okon & Sudarsky (2022, 13) and anticipated by Van Fraassen (2010,415f.)). Pending additional considerations, it is reasonable to accept the sameargument on the third, fourth, or indeed any level if at all. This would seemto extend even to infinite sequences of relata: The value of some variable ofS1 relative  to  S2 relative  to  S3 … [ad  inf.]  would  correspond  to  a  state-dependent  property  of  the  composite  constituted  by  the  S i,  which  byhypothesis is relative, too. No matter the ordinality of the sequence of relatawe amass, then, we would end up with something that is itself relative; or,turning things around, there would be no way of regaining absolutely validstatements by specifying ever more relata. Call this the Unrestricted IterationPrinciple, or UIP for short. Although they never addressed the question of third- or higher-orderrelativity explicitly, the writings of Rovelli  and collaborators indicate thatclassical  RQM was  meant  to  include  UIP.  According  to  Rovelli’s  ‘mainhypothesis’,  “the concept of a description of a system independent of theobserver” (1996, 1669) ought to be altogether abandoned. But insofar as thedescription of the properties some system possesses relative to a sequence ofother systems is a description of the state of their  composite, halting theiteration of relativity on any level would be tantamount to allowing someabsolutely valid description of the dynamical state of some system. This is, ofcourse, just a generalisation of Rovelli’s own argument, quoted above, fromthe case of second-order relativity to arbitrary orders. Note further that heand collaborators insisted that whatever is said about the dynamical states ofphysical  systems must  be indexed to  a  reference,  and that  this  principleshould be understood to extend even to their states relative to each other(Smerlak & Rovelli 2007, 441; Rovelli 2021a, 6). Consequently, no view fromnowhere can be recovered in RQM (Di Biagio & Rovelli 2022, 11). All this isalso in line with the take Rovelli offers on the teachings of Nāgārjuna as a
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possible philosophical home for RQM in his popular science book Helgoland.8Therein,  Rovelli  suggests  that  everything,  including  relational  structuresthemselves,  “exists  only  […]  in  relation  to  something  else”  (2021b,  127).Perhaps  most  explicitly,  Adlam & Rovelli  have  recently  declared  that  inclassical RQM, “even facts about relations must always be relativized to anobserver” (2023, 3). For the rest of this paper, I assume that UIP forms part of the mostplausible reconstruction of classical RQM. If so, it is certainly one of the mostchallenging  and  most  striking  features  of  the  interpretation.  Remarkably,however, the iteration of relativity has frequently been ignored or overlooked.This is true even for second-order relativity, which Rovelli and collaboratorspromoted comparatively explicitly. Sometimes, it is claimed that relativitydoes  not  iterate  in RQM (Dorato 2016,  252;  cf.  also  Van Fraassen 2010,399).9 But  usually,  the  matter  is  simply  not  touched  upon.10 The  pointgeneralises:  One  would  be  hard  pressed  to  find  an  explicit  discussion  ofiterated relativity anywhere in the literature on quantum relativism. I believethat this lack of attention has had a hampering influence on the debate. Notonly has it led some commentators, both in the debate about RQM properand beyond, to miss the importance of the question for issues of cross-per-spective communication and consistency (cf. Muciño, Okon & Sudarsky 2022,17-19; Healey 2022, 15; Dieks 2022, 12). As I argue below, it has also abetteda fairly widespread yet mistaken reading of classical RQM. Three points merit attention before closing this section. First, there is an important related question about whether systemscan show up in a sequence of relata more than once. Originally, Rovelli wasinclined to think that they could not (1996, 1669-1672). This was based onthe idea that “there is no meaning in being correlated with oneself” (ibid.,1666),  and on  Breuer’s  theorem (1995)  to the effect  that  systems cannotmeasure their own dynamical states completely. However, if we do not allowfor repetitions in the sequence,  then any attribution of  a state-dependentproperty would (by UIP) have to rely on an inexhaustible pool of distinctreference  systems.  This  would,  for  instance,  mean  that  I  could  only  ever8 Many thanks to an anonymous referee whom I owe this observation to. 9 Dorato later corrected this verdict (2020, 241). 10 Examples abound, but to name a few:  Candiotto 2017; Laudisa 2019; Calosi & Mariani2020;  Lombardi & Ardenghi 2022; Buonocore 2022; Dorato & Morganti 2022.  In contrast,Brown  2009;  Wood  2010;  Ruyant  2018;  Dorato  2020;  Pienaar  2021a;  Adlam  2022  doacknowledge the iteration of relativity to some extent or other, although only Muciño, Okon& Sudarsky (2022, 13) identify the regress it gives rise to beyond the second order.  11



possess a dynamical  property relative to a never-ending series of differentsystems,  and  only  if  all  these  infinitely  many  systems  had  appropriatelyinteracted with me (at least indirectly) such as to correlate their own stateswith said property of mine.  If  we assume that the number of  systems inFriend’s (perfectly isolated) lab is finite, it actually could not be the case thatS or Friend had any state-dependent property at t whatsoever, because therewould not be enough systems it could be the case relative to. Second,  one  is  tempted  to  complain  that  UIP  cannot  ultimatelyaccomplish the feats it was designed for. For discussion, grant that we canrelativise to one and the same system any number of times. Fine, one maythen say, Wigner can find out which property S has relative to Friend, asthese things stand relative to Wigner himself. And maybe he can find outwhich property S has relative to Friend, relative to Friend, as these thingsstand relative to himself; and so on for any level. But in order to really bridgethe divide between their perspectives, Wigner would have to have the meansto discover which property S has as relativised to Friend on every level. And,the interlocutor may continue, nothing in classical  RQM ensures that theproperty of S when relativised to Friend on every level is the same as theproperty of S when relativised to Wigner on every level; hence, the worryabout  cross-perspective  incoherences  persists,  too.  But  note  that  thisobjection itself rests on the idea that an absolute description can be recoveredin the limit of the iterating process; a description (of the state of S relativisedto Friend on every level  ‘at  once’)  that  is  not  itself  relative.  This  is  anassumption which classical RQM urges us to let go of. Third, it should be understood that even with UIP on board, classicalRQM is not a form of global relativism. The relativity it postulates is limitedto state-dependent physical  properties  represented by the values  of  state-dependent variables (Laudisa & Rovelli 2019, 1.1). In contrast, the generalframework  of  the  pertinent  quantum  theory,  including  the  algebra  ofobservables, and of course the principles of RQM itself are supposed to enjoyabsolute validity (cf. Van Fraassen 2010, 391; Dorato 2016, 253). 
2.3 Quantum Relativism without the Iteration PrincipleInterpretive  considerations  aside,  there  is  also  the  systematic  question  ofwhether UIP should (or even has to) be embraced by advocates of RQM, or12



by quantum relativists more broadly speaking. This is a question I cannotpursue in any generality here. Nonetheless, let me take this section to pauseand develop some considerations that bear on the issue.The iteration principle is up and running as soon we take relativelypossessed properties  to  be directly  represented by variables  of  compositeswhilst holding fast to the relativity of the values of state-dependent variables.But  the alert  reader  may already have noticed some wiggle  room in  theinterpretation of the observables on composites. What Wigner can measure,it could be objected, are really the physical states of S and Friend (relative tohim) at some later time t2. But the (possible) fact that at t2, S is in the ‘up’-state and Friend’s pointer indicates ‘up’ is not identical to the (possible) factthat S assumed the up-property relative to Friend in their earlier interaction.This opens up the logical space to maintain that only the former, but not thelatter,  is  a  relative  issue.  Thus,  one could  hold  that  the  values  of  state-dependent variables (and the properties they represent) are always relativeand yet there are  absolute facts about the properties one system possessesrelative to another.  The immediate price to pay is that these latter factscannot, on pain of contradiction, be directly represented by (the values of)state-dependent variables (of composites). In this sense, then, the quantum-mechanical description would come out incomplete. Moreover, insofar as theexistence  of  relative  properties  between  two  systems  is  a  matter  of  thedynamical  state  of  their  composite,  this  move  would  also  amount  to  arestriction  of  Rovelli’s  ‘main  hypothesis’  (according  to  which  no  absolutestatements concerning dynamical states are possible). However,  we  could still  assume  that  inferential  connections holdbetween  absolute  second-order  facts  and  the  values  of  state-dependentvariables relative to particular references. This is important. For, recall thatUIP  is  a  supporting  column  rather  than  a  freely  spinning  wheel:  whenimposing a restriction, one would do good not to re-import worries pertainingto the epistemic accessibility or consistency of events across references.11 Andthe first way that comes to mind to ensure this is brute force: make it anadditional postulate that the value which Friend’s pointer variable takes onrelative to Wigner if probed by him reliably tracks the (supposedly absolute)
11 One natural idea to meet this challenge would be that relativisations come to an end whenno external system that does not yet appear in the sequence of relata is left over. I thinkthat this view faces problems, but I do not pursue the matter further here.13



fact  about  the  property  S  assumed  relative  to  Friend  in  their  earlierinteraction.This, in effect, is the strategy recently brought up for discussion byAdlam & Rovelli (2023), who entertain mainly two updates to classical RQM.First, they recommend to regard “the point-like quantum events or ‘flashes’as absolute, observer-independent facts about reality” (ibid., 11). I take thisto mean (at least) that the occurrence or not of an interaction between twosystems  itself  becomes  an  absolute  question.  And  second,  they  explicitlyrenounce the earlier  assumption that comparisons between the interactionoutcomes witnessed by two systems are themselves necessarily merely relativeto references (ibid., 7). As a replacement, they introduce a new postulate –‘Cross-Perspective  Links’  (CPL)  –  designed  to  enable  agreement  betweenobservers in an absolute sense12: “In a scenario where some observer Alice measures a variable V ofa  system  S,  then  provided  that  Alice  does  not  undergo  anyinteractions that destroy the information about V stored in Alice’sphysical  variables,  if  Bob  subsequently  measures  the  physicalvariable  representing  Alice’s  information  about  the  variable  V,then Bob’s measurement result  will  match Alice’s measurementresult.” (ibid.)The possibility of an absolute comparison, in turn, seems to presupposeobserver-independent facts about what Bob’s and Alice’s measurementresults  were  in  the  first  place.  Nonetheless,  the  modified  variant  ofRQM retains a mildly relationalist flavour insofar as quantum states arestill regarded as reference-dependent; for, they are understood to encodethe  joint interaction history of the target system and some particularobserver (ibid., 13). All this is in keeping with Adlam’s view that science requiresabsolute comparisons (2022, 9f.; 2024, 31)  and that there are no goodreasons  to  relativise  facts  about  the  outcomes  of  measurements.According  to  her,  consideration  of  Wigner’s  Friend and Bell-Wignerscenarios  should  indeed  motivate  us  to  relativise  quantum  states,understood as mere “mathematical object[s] encoding predictions for theoutcomes of measurements performed on a system” (2024, 13), but not12 Dieks (2022, 12f.) makes a similar suggestion, in turn tracing it back to Healey (2022). 14



the ontic state  of  a system, its  “intrinsic description […] at a giventime” (ibid., 13; cf. ibid., 38). Importantly for our purposes, she alsoinvokes the  new version of  RQM with CPL as one  example for  aninterpretation that realizes this vision of hers.One consequence of this is that RQM with CPL can no longerbe motivated with recourse to no-go theorems for observer-independentfacts  about  outcomes  (which  are  quite  commonly  considered  thestrongest arguments in favour of a broadly ‘relativist’ interpretation ofquantum theory;  cf.  Pienaar  2021,  2;  Cavalcanti  2021,  2-4;  Schmid,Yῑn̄g, & Leifer 2023, 3).13 Instead, Adlam (2023, 30) takes the updatedversion  to  circumvent  such  theorems  by  invalidating  one  of  theirpremises. So, there are several respects in which the update comes outless relativist than classical RQM. In Adlam’s words, RQM with CPLturns its back on any kind of “metaphysically radical non-absoluteness”(ibid., 1). To this extent, Stacey has a point when he speaks of a “de-relationalizing of Relational Quantum Mechanics” (2022, 2).  Let  me  summarise  the  little  excursion  undertaken  in  thissection.  There  is  logical  room for  a  view  on  which  state-dependentvariables represent relative properties yet UIP does not hold. One wayto set up such a view has been investigated into by Adlam & Rovelli.Perhaps unsurprisingly, the account they end up with comes out a gooddeal  less  relativist  than  classical  RQM.  A  little  more  surprisingly,perhaps,  we  also  find  that  one  of  the  most  popular  strategies  tomotivate quantum relativism (on the basis of the Bell-Wigner theorems)no longer applies to it.Whether or not RQM with CPL qualifies as a member of the‘quantum relativist’  family  is  a  matter  of  terminology.  For  presentpurposes, let it be granted that quantum relativists are not necessarilycommitted to UIP. The principle is of interest nonetheless, both insofaras it forms part of (the best reconstruction of) classical RQM and forindependent systematic reasons. For, it is certainly a possible route totake for the relativist  – in particular the one who is attracted to astrong reading of the idea that “there are no facts of the world per se,but only relative to observers” (Brukner 2015, 22). 
13 Compare this to earlier claims that “these no-go theorems can be taken as direct evidence infavour of RQM” (Rovelli 2022, 1065). 15



3 (How) Do we Understand Rovelli’s World?3.1  Relations and PerspectivesOnce a subject matter has been uncovered as relative, a natural instinct urgesus to think about it in relational terms. Instead of saying that the car movesat 50 km/h, in our more careful moments we would be inclined to say that itmoves at this speed relative to us. Typically, a statement of the former typewould then  be considered either confused or, more charitably, elliptical. Inreality, it  may be said, there  is no such thing as simply having a certainvelocity. This instinct is  so natural, in fact, that Wright has  called it the“basic indicator of folk relativism” (2008, 158). And what that means is thatthe ordinary way of being a relativist is to be a relationalist – someone whobelieves that the properties  under scrutiny turn out to have higher adicitythan expected  heretofore (cf. Wright 2008, 158f.; Spencer 2016, 432f.).  Therelationalist  fiddles  with  the  contents  of  facts,  because  she believes thesecontents to involve reference to  some additional parameter(s). Importantly,however, she holds that a genuine (potential) fact is one in which all relatahave  been  made  explicit,  and  always  does  obtain  or  not  in  an  absolutemanner. For the relationalist, it would at best be misleading loose talk to saythat ‘relative to me, it’s a fact that the car moves at 50 km/h’, since the onlygenuine fact in the vicinity is the (absolute) fact that the car moves at 50km/h relative to me. For the relationalist, there is in reality no such thing asa fact that (only) obtains from a certain vantage point. Sometimes, relationalism has been entertained as an  explication ofwhat  relativism  even  is  (Beardsley  1983,  265;  Streiffer  2003,  4;  cf.  alsoBoghossian 2006b, 13), and for quite some time, a majority of philosophers“roundly rejected” (Spencer 2016, 433) the notion that there was any coher-ent alternative. Arguably, physicists also isually think about relativity alongrelationalist lines.Lately, though, the word has spread that relationalism is not theonly game in town. The relativist could also adopt realism about perspectivalfacts  (or  ‘perspectivism’  for  short).14 Perspectivists  leave  the  adicity  of14 Realism about  perspectival  facts  (a  metaphysical  view)  is  not  to be confused with the‘perspectival realism’ that has attracted great interest in the philosophy of science (cf. Giere2006;  Massimi  2022).  The  latter  revolves  around  the  idea  that  scientific  knowledge isperspectival in a substantial sense. Indeed, at least some proponents of this epistemologicalsort of perspectival realism are explicit that they take the facts themselves to be absolute16



properties and the contents of facts alone. Instead, they locate extra layers ofrelativity in the way in which these facts obtain: They think that some factsonly obtain (or not)  from certain perspectives, rather than absolutely. Putdifferently,  they  believe  that  whether  or  not  some  thing  has  a  certainproperty  sometimes  is  a  perspective-dependent  affair. On  a  perspectivistreading of Special Relativity (cf. Fine 2005; Lipman 2020), for instance, itmay well be that an object has a certain velocity (simpliciter), and the claimthat it does can be literally true, rather than confused or elliptical. It is justthat whether or not that is the case is relative to a perspective (in this case, areference frame).  The two forms of relativism give rise to two competing conceptionsof the relativity of properties in classical RQM. Which of them was intendedhas always remained somewhat unclear, as will be documented in the courseof the next sections. This should not surprise us. The distinction betweenrelationalism  and  perspectivism  is  not  particularly  well-known,  and  mayappear academic at first. Nonetheless, it matters. 
3.2 How Relational is Relational Quantum Mechanics?Although perspectival facts have recently gained currency, they are still fairlyheterodox.15 It is hence unsurprising that the relationalist temptation remainsstrong when we are exposed to RQM, and Rovelli himself was first to yield tothis  temptation.  It  was  him,  after  all,  who  called  his  interpretation‘relational’,  and who declared that  “[p]hysics  is  concerned with relationsbetween physical systems” (1996, 1655).  Explicating the ontology of RQM,he says that “[a]ll contingent (variable) properties are relational, namely theyare relations: they refer to two systems, not one” (2022b, 161; cf. also Rovelli1996, 1649; Laudisa & Rovelli 2019, 3.1; Rovelli 2022a, 1066). And entirely inline with the relationalist paradigm, he concluded that “there is no fact of thematter” (Laudisa & Rovelli 2019, 3.1; cf. also Rovelli 2005, 115) about themonadic  properties  of  an  object,  so  that  ordinary  claims  about  state-dependent  physical  properties  are  either  to  be  reinterpreted  “as  elliptic(cf. Massimi 2018, 342), thus denying the metaphysical thesis of perspectivism. Thanks toan anonymous referee for raising this point.15 The modal case might be an exception: it seems commonsensical to hold that different factsobtain  relative  to  different  possible  worlds.  Whether  this  counts  as  an  instance  ofperspectivism in an interesting sense is debatable.17



expressions  for  relational  assertions”  (Rovelli  1996,  1650)  or  otherwise“meaningless” (ibid., 1666).None of this is to deny that other statements of his point in a verydifferent direction (I come to that in a minute). But it explains why manyhave taken RQM to be a relationalist theory, and more specifically one whichprescribes  a  replacement  of  monadic  properties  by  dyadic  relations  (cf.Candiotto 2017; Laudisa 2019, 216; Glick 2021, 53; Martin-Dussaud 2021, 8;Calosi & Mariani 2021, 13; Vidotto 2022, 3f.; Dorato & Morganti 2022, 2;Buonocore 2022, 5; Lombardi & Ardenghi 2022, 11). The conclusion that theworld so described is a sort of relational structure is but a small step away: “The physical  world must  be described as  a net of  interactingcomponents […] The state of a physical system is the net of therelations it entertains with the surrounding systems. The physicalstructure of the world is identified as this net of relationships.”(Laudisa & Rovelli 2019, 3.1)It is this vision that is is at work when RQM is read as a variety of OnticStructural Realism (Candiotto 2017), or when formal ‘fact-nets’ of dyadic re-lations  are  proposed  as  the  proper  language  for  Rovelli’s  interpretation(Martin-Dussaud et. al., 2023). But there is something off about all this. Given UIP, a description ofa  physical  situation  in  terms  of  binary  predicates  is  just  as  reference-dependent and incomplete as a description in terms of unary predicates. Inthis respect, a binary relational fact-net – whatever its pragmatic merits –can be no better a representation of the world of classical RQM than one interms of  the old unary predicates.  This representational predicament onlymirrors a metaphysical one: As believers in classical RQM, we cannot simplythink of the world as a structure of dyadic relations, because which of themdo obtain or not would itself be a relative affair. And given the relationalist’sirrealism about perspectival facts, this means that there is no more a fact ofthe matter about these relations than there is about the velocity of an object.If talk in terms of unary predicates is, strictly speaking, meaningless (becausethere are no corresponding monadic properties), then talk in terms of binarypredicates  is,  too  (because  there  are  no  corresponding dyadic  properties).Precisely the same issue afflicts triadic, tetradic, or pentadic relations. Therecan be no “net of relationships” that describes  the structure of the world,
18



because whether  or  not  the  relationships  it  describes  do indeed obtain  isalways  itself  going  to  be  a  reference-dependent  question.16 Whenever  youhand me such a net, my inner Rovelli points to the iteration principle andproclaims: “Well! This is at most what the world is like relative to some sys-tem!” A moment of reflection reveals that the combination of relationalismwith UIP is  a recipe for disaster.  The iteration principle has it  that anyattribution of  a  state-dependent  property  to  some system relative  to  anysequence of  relata ought to be regarded as, yet again, relative; or, turningthings around, that no purported fact about such matters obtains absolutely.But  relationalists  do  not  entertain  facts  that  obtain  relative  to  vantagepoints, either. The implication is that no facts about the dynamical state ofanything obtain  at all (neither absolutely nor relatively).17 This is hardly aconvenient basis to build an account of physical reality on. Another way ofputting  the  same  point  is  that  for  any  state-dependent  property  φ  ofwhichever arity, the relationalist and iterator of relativity is forced to saythat  there  really  is  ‘no  such  thing’  as  φ-ing.  She  is  left  without  state-dependent properties to play with.18 I wish to make it very clear that I am not here begging the questionagainst the quantum relativist by dogmatically requiring that there be anabsolute level of description.19 It is the combination of UIP with relationalismthat creates trouble. Relationalism implies that anything that is the case isthe case absolutely, which yields absurd results if no absolute level exists. As is, classical RQM cannot be given a sensible relationalist reading.This has two immediate implications. First, it puts further pressure on theidea that the relativity of dynamical properties in RQM is continuous with,or conceptually coheres particularly well with, ‘relationalism’ as a general keyfeature of modern physics (Vidotto 2022; Martin-Dussaud 2021). Second, weface a dilemma: We either have to give up on relationalism or hedge in UIP.
16 Recall the idea expressed in  Helgoland  that even relational structures themselves merelyexist “in relation to something else” (2021b, 127).   17 One  may  think  that  those  who  deny  that  the  metaphysical  ‘catalogue  of  what  exists’contains ‘facts’ (e. g., Betti 2015) could simply accept this conclusion. But this would be amisunderstanding,  because  facts  talk  is  dispensable  in  the  above  argument.  The  sameproblem could be phrased in terms of what is the case (either absolutely or relatively), theconclusion being that nothing (to do with the dynamical states of physical systems) is thecase at all.18 Kölbel (2011,  24f.)  makes  an  analogous  point  about  a  view  on  which  non-relativisedstatements in a certain domain fail to express complete propositions.19 Thanks to an anonymous referee for pushing me on this issue.19



Again, a restriction of the principle should respect its original motivations,and avoid worries of cross-perspective consistency.  Towards the end of a lesser-known paper, Rovelli says the following: “The  precise  time  at  which  the  measurement  happens  can  beobserved,  and can be operationally defined  [...],  but not by O.Rather, by the third system (O’) making measurements on the S-O system. Simultaneous use of these different levels does not leadto any contradiction. And there is no regression at  infinity,unless  we  inquire  about  absolute  reality,  an  inquiry  which,  Isuspect, is illegitimate.” (1998, 1042) Relationalism is the version of relativism that does not – cannot – abstainfrom inquiring into absolute reality (cf. Baghramian 2004, 43). Whether theregress Rovelli has in mind here is exactly the one I have discussed, I leave tothe reader to judge. 
3.3 Towards Perspectival Quantum MechanicsOne natural conclusion to draw from the foregoing is that classical  RQMrequires, or at least favours, perspectivism. All the apparently relationalisttalk notwithstanding, there is ample textual support for this move. Recall, forinstance,  Rovelli’s  suspicion  that  inquiries  into  absolute  reality  are‘illegitimate’, and that there is no “view from nowhere” to be had (Di Biagio& Rovelli  2022,  11).  In  the  recent  past,  ‘relations’  were  more  and  moresuperseded by ‘relative facts’, wherefore Pienaar proposed “to rename RQMthe ‘Relative-facts interpretation of quantum mechanics’” (2021a, 14). At onepoint, Di Biagio & Rovelli explicitly say that a “previously ‘obvious’ notion –absolute facts – may in fact be inappropriate to describe the world” (2022, 7).All this is very much in line with the popularity of the concept of ‘relativefacts’  in  quantum  relativism  (cf.  Brukner  2017,  113f.;  Pienaar  2021b,  1;Healey 2022, 9-12). There is a good case to be made that perspectivism is the naturalhome for  classical  RQM, and for  the quantum relativists  more  generally.What I would like to bring out in the remainder is that this commitment is
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not to be taken too casually, and, more importantly, that it only marks thebeginning of the conceptual work that needs doing. The first thing to register is that the tenability of quantum relativ-ism, if indeed it is to be cashed out in perspectivist terms, is wedded to thefate of a framework whose coherence remains disputed (for particularly fun-damental opposition, cf. Moore  1997, 50).  But even friends of perspectivalfacts concede that they come with theoretical costs. A landmark analysis dueto Fine (2005) has convinced many that perspectivists are forced to abandonat least one of the following cherished principles: NEUTRALITY There is no metaphysically privileged perspective.COHERENCE Reality is not constituted by facts with contradictorycontent. ABSOLUTISM The constitution of reality is an absolute matter. It is not itself relative to a perspective.Since the notion of a unique, coherent reality that does not privilege any par-ticular vantage point is appealing, this predicament has been referred to as“Fine’s trilemma” (Loss 2018). In a nutshell, it arises simply because factsthat  supposedly  obtain  relative  to  different  standpoints  –  facts  theperspectivist takes seriously – may well be inconsistent with one another.20 Several types of perspectivism can be distinguished as a function ofthe principle they choose to discard. According to privileged-perspective real-ism, we should give up NEUTRALITY and accept that reality is made up bythe facts that obtain relative to one particular preferred standpoint. Accord-ing to fragmentalism, COHERENCE is false, as reality fans out into various in-ternally (but not mutually) coherent collections of obtaining facts. Finally,external relativism has it that contrary to ABSOLUTISM, the very constitutionof reality is a perspective-dependent matter. Neither Rovelli nor those who have endeavoured to flesh out his con-ception of  ‘relative facts’  (Ruyant  2018,  Healey  2022)  have  engaged withFine’s trilemma, or otherwise clarified which type of perspectivism (if any)they have in mind. When I point this out, people sometimes reply that it isevident which version best suits classical RQM. Unfortunately, they disagreeover which one it is. Even granting that privileged-perspective realism sortsill  with  Rovelli’s  egalitarian  stance  (cf.  Rovelli  2022a,  1067),  two  options20 As Fine acknowledges, arguments of similar nature go back at least to McTaggart (1908). 21



remain on the table. Some seem to consider fragmentalism unfit for RQMbecause RQM is all about dissolving apparent incoherences. Others think thatexternal relativism is outright unintelligible, or that it would be against thespirit of RQM to relegate the facts that obtain relative to other systems to arealm ‘outside of’ (one’s own) reality. The disagreement is also manifest inthe literature.  Dieks  (2022,  17)  generally  recommends  fragmentalism as  apromising  avenue  for  quantum relativism.  In  remarkable  contrast,  Healeyputs  forward  the  (somewhat  perplexing)  claim  that  unlike RQM,fragmentalism “does not involve relative facts” (2022, 10).It is not obvious which type of perspectivism is the right one to spellout classical RQM. Perhaps one may be tempted to argue that the question isirrelevant for the project of interpreting quantum theory, that it belongs tothe cleaning-up operations that can safely be left to metaphysicians to dolater. But again, I am not convinced that this would be apposite, for at leasttwo reasons. Firstly, if quantum relativists make use of the non-standard notion of‘relative facts’, the burden is on them to clarify it, and to reveal how sensecan be made of it. After all, arguments like Fine’s seem to show that thenotion gives rise to inconsistencies when put to work naïvely. Or, to approachthe  same  point  from  the  opposite  angle:  if  they  do  not  want  to  berelationalists,  quantum  relativists  cannot  just  piggyback  off  relationalistintuitions  and  take  for  granted  that  relativisation  actually  removes  theapparent contradictions it is invoked to remove. They should explain howthis is supposed to work, given their realism about the incompatible facts atissue, rather than trusting others to make sense of it. But this essentially justmeans facing Fine’s trilemma. Secondly,  the  conceptual  elaboration  of  quantum  relativism  alsoserves to bring out further commitments in the interest of an accurate cost-benefit analysis. Each of the different types of perspectivism face their ownset of drawbacks, or even charges of incoherence (cf. Deng 2017, 1119). Andto safeguard their positions, perspectivists have employed an arsenal of ratherfanciful  metaphysical  notions.  Fine  claims  that  both  fragmentalism  andexternal  relativism  are,  in  different  ways,  committed  “to  a  distinctionbetween  a  single  comprehensive  über‐reality  and  a  plurality  of  moreparticular realities” (2005, 282), conceding that “it is very hard to say whatthis distinction comes to” (ibid.). Fragmentalists have relied on distinctionsbetween how things are and how they are in reality (Fine 2005, 262), between
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facts that obtain and those that  constitute reality  (Iaquinto 2019, 696), orbetween facts that  exist  and those that  obtain  (Iaquinto 2020, 577). Merlo(2022) can be taken to argue that some such differentiation is indispensablefor fragmentalism to be tenable. But it is not clear whether the quantumrelativists would be happy to make these notions their own.Apart from the species of perspectivism, the fate of UIP is anotherissue that deserves attention. I have throughout defended the claim that itforms part of classical RQM in its most adequate reconstruction. But thisdoes not seem to be common ground among those who offer perspectivisttakes on the interpretation. For instance, Healey’s (2022, 13-15) discussion ofcross-perspective communication in the Wigner’s friend case seems to rely onthe presupposition  that  there  are  absolute  facts  about  the properties  onesystem assumes relative to another. Even if Friend actually received outcomeup, Healey says, Wigner’s quantum state still encodes a non-zero probabilityfor the possibility that he will find Friend in the state |Fdown〉. Hence, Healeyclaims, Wigner’s “relative outcome is completely uncorrelated to F[riend]’srelative outcome of her measurement” (ibid.,  15). But this is a refusal toengage with Rovelli’s story. On that story (Rovelli 1996, 1651f.), there is noabsolute fact about what is the case from Friend’s perspective, and Wigner’squantum state correctly outputs the probabilities for Friend’s measurementoutcome  as  is  relative to Wigner. Smerlak & Rovelli  (2007,  440f.)  repeatexactly this point in anticipation of exactly the same criticism. This leads meto conjecture that Healey, at least implicitly, presupposes that relativity doesnot iterate.  The case of Ruyant (2018) is less clear. He proposes modelling RQMby means of a “relativist conception of truth, where truth is a two placepredicate indexed to an observer” and even “second-order statements, such as‘p is true-for-O’ […] only [have] a truth-value relative to an observer” (2018,447).  Evidently,  Ruyant  acknowledges  the  second  layer  of  relativity.However, his way of setting up the issue at least suggests that he does eithernot embrace or not consider higher orders. Why else the emphasis on second-order statements? Why a two- rather than three- or four-place predicate?21Whether my exegeses are correct is ultimately neither here nor there.What matters is that quantum relativists should clarify their stance towards
21 In fact, it would be natural for perspectivists to stick to the monadic truth predicate. Theycan maintain that a (non-relativised) statement can be simply true, although whether or notit is depends on a standpoint. Yet again, the matter hinges on the details of the proposal. 23



UIP.22 If they do not embrace it, relationalism is back in the game. If they do,they commit to an infinite iteration of perspective-dependencies. Again, thismay be expected to have an influence on the overall cost-benefit balance. Forone  thing,  it  calls  into  question  the  claim  that  RQM  is  particularlyparsimonious (Laudisa & Rovelli 2019). In a way, the resultant metaphysicalstructure is breathtakingly complex. We started out with a world describedby the facts, period; now, we are told that what is the case is a matter ofperspective, and indeed that what is the case relative to a perspective is itselfa matter of perspective, and so on ad infinitum. Some  may  even  think  that  the  iteration  principle  renders  theinterpretation indefensible. That philosophers take exception with regresses ofrelativity  is  a  recurring  theme  in  the  literature  on  relativism.  Putnamremarked that they make “our grasp on what the position even means [begin]to wobble” (1981, 121). Both Burnyeat (1976, 192f.) and Boghossian (2006a,56)  worry  that  the  iterating  relativist  is  in  some  way  committed  to  theattempt of entertaining propositions much too complex for the human mind.I suspect that Dorato expresses a common sentiment when he says that “thecoherence of any form of relationism presupposes the existence of perspective-independent facts about what the facts  are  from each perspective” (2016,252). It is true that the arguments developed in favour of this stance, if anyare  given,  are  often  sketchy  or  uncharitable  (cf.  Bennigson  (1999)  orMacFarlane (2014) for replies). But how this debate plays out in the specificcontext of quantum relativism is an unaddressed question; and it at leastdeserves attention that the fate of classical RQM, or any quantum relativistview, should depend on it.23
22 One may think that whoever claims that there is  no ‘view from nowhere’ is committed tothe iteration principle. But  this is not so clear, because the metaphor isn’t.  As soon as asingle fact f obtains from some perspective but not from another, there is a sense in whichone cannot give a complete description of the facts without choosing a standpoint if onerequires such a description to specify whether or not  f  obtains (and not only whether itobtains relative to this or that perspective). I owe this observation to a remark by MartinLipman. 23 Here is one final can of worms: Granting that perspectivist RQM (with UIP) is a coherentdescription  of  what  the  world  is  possibly  like,  we  still  need  to  understand  how  itsmetaphysics  connects  with  our  life  as  embedded  agents,  with  our  assertions,  beliefs,experiences, and expectations. If my states of consciousness are intimately connected to thedynamical state of my body, and if my body only ever has dynamical states relative to aninfinite sequence of relata, it plausibly follows that my experiences are relative in the sameway. If so, there is no absolute fact about which state of consciousness I am going throughat one particular instant; instead, the matter depends on a never-ending series of vantagepoints.  Take  my experience  of  typing  words  on  a  computer,  feeling  a  little  confused.Relative  to  whom should  I  take  myself  to  be  having  this  experience?  If  mental  states24



4 ConclusionsMy aim in this paper was to draw attention to the issue of the iteration ofrelativity  in  RQM, and in relativist  approaches to  quantum theory  moregenerally.  I  argued  that  the  best  reconstruction  of  ‘classical’  RQMincorporates the Unrestricted Iteration Principle, and I described the workthe latter is supposed to do to dispel concerns about the accessibility andcompatibility of events across references. Subsequently, though, it was shownthat UIP is incompatible with a relationalist reading of RQM, a reading thatis both common and conservative.The  finding  confirms  the  suspicion  that  Rovelli’s  interpretationrather relies on the more extravagant framework of perspectivism. But whileit is easily said that reality is perspectival, filling in the conceptual detailsand  developing  the  catchy  slogan  into  a  coherent  account  is  hard  work.Among the open questions that I have argued need addressing are the type ofperspectivism at  issue  as  well  as  the  fate  of  the  iteration  principle.  Thegeneral point that emerges from this is that the theoretical costs of a fullyfleshed out perspectivist version of RQM may be higher than many who wereattracted by the catchphrase would have hoped. If so, perhaps they turn toAdlam’s & Rovelli’s recent proposal, and rethink RQM as a less relativist,event-based interpretation. 
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